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Fee waivers recommended
for SBO execufive officers
By Joan Gestl
Editor
The Student Affairs Advisory Board
(SAAB i has recommended the six 197374 Student Body Organization iSBO'
executive oflicers and future officers
be granted fee waivers
ine board, which serves only in an
advisory capacity to Dr Richard
Eakin. vice provost for student affairs,
also recommended the waivers retroactive for this year's officers
In a memorandum released Monday.

Dr. Eakin urged the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations
(ACGFA> to take necessary action
"without further delay'' to implement
the recommendations
THE RECOMMENDATIONS will be
presented at tomorrow's ACGFA
meeting, but Dr Eakin said it is
uncertain whether the committee will
vote immediately
If approved by ACGFA, the following
five officers will receive fee waivers
for their three quarters in office:

President Bill Arnold, senior (AAS);
Dennis Grady. senior (AfcSI and
coordinator of state and community
affairs; John Doering. senior (B.A.)
and coordinator of academic affairs;
Mark Walker, senior
HA
and
student representative to the Board of
Trustees, and Larry Whiteleather.
senior (A&S) and coordinator of
cultural affairs.
Also. Fred Hoffman, junior iB.A.I
and vice president, will receive pav for
fall and winter quarters if the
recommendation is approved. Hoffman

Time scarcer than oil
AP News Analysis
B\ William 1.. Ryan
Much of what is proposed to meet Ihe
oil consuming nations crisis would
lake a lot of time, and time is a scarcer
commodity than oil itself as things
shape up in the Middle East for a new
round of dangerous instability.
U S proposals for consumer-national
cooperation, exploration for newenergy sources, new technologies,
prospective American self-sufficiency
by 1980 and so forth all involve time,
but there is reason to worry about what
will happen in the interim in the highly
volatile Middle East
i.t.M-.lt M.l/Kli statements of common purpose in today's situation can
sound like trying to ward off disaster
by tribal rites and incantation, because
even as the consumer nations participate cautiously in US-sponsored
conferences, the oil producer area is
developing a new set of tensions
Two producer nations now fattening
on high prices. Arab Iraq and non-Arab
Iran, have been trading military blows
in a newly revived border dispute
Arab Iraq has old territorial claims
against Arab Kuwait and only a couple
ol years ago attempted an invasion that
was thwarted by the British Now the
British presence is gone from the Per-

sian Gulf there is a yawning and potenlially perilous vacuum there
Hereditary anti-Communist rulers of
the Saudi Aabian peninsula worriedly
eye the intentions of an Iraq heavilyarmed by the Soviet Union
SYRIA'S LEADERS drag their feet,
resisting Egyptian pressure for
military disengagement with Israel
The Syrian regime has reason to worry
about adverse political impact at
home Neighbor Iran is quarreling with
Syria just because the Syrians accepted
the cease-fire.
Instead of disengagement, there has
been new fighting on the Syrian front
Egypt's President Anwar Sadat,
evidently anxious to turn his attention
to his nation's economy, has been
collaborating with both Washington and
Moscow in seeking some sort of area
stability He has been reported urging
the Arab oil rulers to relax their antiU.S. embargo
Libya's strong man president,
Mip.iiiini.il Khadafy. is infuriated by
Sadat He has been clamoring for
revolutionary risings of "the masses"
against rulers of Egypt. Tunisia and
anywhere else where they might be
deemed guilty of impeding Arab unity.
He timed a new oil nationalizion
gesture against the United States to
coincide with the cosumer meeting and
preceded a planned meeting of Arab

producer nations this week
The hereditary rulers of Saudi Arabia
and the sheikdoms in the east have no
insurance they will be spared
Khadafy's pan-Arab wrath would they
show any signs ol listening to proposals
to ease the oil embargo
ALL THIS boiling ferment takes
place in an area where countries not
much removed from feudalism pile up
billions of dollars of exchange reserves
because of the sleep rise in oil prices.
Meanwhile, advanced nations run up
enormous trade deficits Industrialized
economies have not had time to adjust
to the sudden jolt of the oil price rise.
The international monetary system
may be subjected to severe strains.
Such a situation, with all it can imply
for relations of the superpowers, would
seem to require determined united effort by industrialized nations But
Western Europe and Japan rely almost
wholly on the Middle East to fuel their
economies and il should be no surprise
il they are painfully cautious about annoying oil rulers. France, in fact,
seems to balk at the whole idea of concerted action
Maybe some ol the proposed
measures will work Maybe shortrange as well as long-term cooperation
is possible. In any event, viewing Middle East developments, the industrial
nation's leaders will have their fingers
crossed

replaced Lee Olson, senior (B.A. 1. who
resigned last spring
Dr Eakin said money for the
officers' renumeration probably will
be taken from ACGFA s contingency
fund
SAAB UNANIMOUSLY approved
the renumeration motion which
explained
•-SBO membership is comprised of
the full-time undergraduate student
body.
-SBO serves the full-time undergraduate student body;
-SBO is the successor to the student
government organization recognized in
the Grant of Powers.
-SBO has singularly been delegated
the duties, responsibilities, privileges
and powers through the Grant of
Powers necessary to represent the
interests of all full-time undergraduate
students.
On Dec 4. ACGFA defeated a motion
to grant $4,680 to the six officers. Questions arose within the committee as to
whether it would be proper to grant
renumeration to SBO officers without
hearing requests for officers' pay from
other campus groups
AT THAT TIME, a motion was
passed that SAAB meet before Jan. IS
to consider the question of fee waivers
for any campus groups' officers.
Dr. Eakin's recent memorandum
stated "The SAAB makes the above
recommendation for payment of
current SBO executive officers in the
full knowledge that the SBO Steering
Committee decision to pay SBO
officers for Spring Quarter of 1973 was
openly opposed by student
petitioners "
In November, petitioners first
requested the recall of Arnold, because
he approved allocation of SBO funds to
pay this year's executive officers for
last spring's services.
However, the petitioners later
agreed to halt the recall drive when
Arnold said he would destroy checks
which would have given last spring's
officers J260 each.

Toalston campaign: research
By Rick Bensman
Staff Reporter
Art Toalston. who is seeking the Democratic
nomination to represent the 83rd District in the Ohio
House of Representatives, said he is a "definite underdog ' but hopes his campaign will have a good effect on
politicians thoughout the state
The office is held by Perrysburg Republican Charles
F Kurfess. residing Minority Leader in the Ohio
House
Toalston. 23. said. Though Mr Kurfess may be the
Irontrunner. I believe that we will be able to set up one
ol the best research organizations in the state, truly
researching the merit of possible solutions to various
problems and what the people of Northwest Ohio have
to say to various problems."
Hopefully we'll be talking and researching issues
more than we will be playing politics." said Toalston,
a University graduate.
TOALSTON said he wants to involve persons from
the University and the area in researching and
developing the issues.

"By doing this. I think I'll be as competent on the
issues as anybody." he said
"I'd welcome anybody's help," he said, "and all
they have to do is contact me and say they're willing to
work "
Toalston said he has five areas of .concern he would
like researched and developed:
EDUCATION — Whether or not college education is
being financed according to middle-class families'
abilities to pay; whether or not the high school mandatory attendance age is too high; and whether or not
school systems are building positive self-concepts in
their students as well as they might
Toalston. who has been a teacher for two years, said
many of his students do not want to be in school and he
would investigate benefits of an education "through a
paycheck ."
"IT AMAZES me. the kind of responsibility involved
in getting a check." Toalston said, "and this might
create more resiponsibility than staying in school."

Toalston said. Nowhere are the students questioned
about their values and nowhere in education is thre a
discussion ol an individual's worth.
"I get some students all the time saying to me I'm
worthless. I'm a failure. I'm nobody'." he said
Toalston said he wants to find if statewide programs
or prepared courses on self-concepts could be offered
to Ohioans
RECYCLING CENTERS - Investigate the possibility of setting up regional recycling centers.
"Current recycling efforts are well-intended but
haphazard." said Toalston.
HE SAID many materials "slip past citizen recycling efforts" and possibly more effective methods can
be fond
REGRESSIVE TAXES - Investigating what the
state can do to lower, as much as possible, regressive
taxes such as the property tax and the sales tax.
OHIO LEADERSHIP - Whether Ohio can take a
leadership role in the nation in providing "adequate
health care for all of the nation's citizens, pension
reform and regressive social security taxation"
The fifth area, he said, is criminal justice.

Stop on red! This may be a warning for motorists on R'idgt Street
if a proposal to install traffic lights at two separata locations is
approved.
The installation of lights on poles will cost about
$3,000. (Newsphoto by Joseph Q. Glick)

Ridge Streef plan
calls for traffic lights
The Student Body Organization
iSlid" and city administrators have
reached an agreement concerning
the Kidge Street closing.
Dennis Grady. senior (A&Si and
SBO coordinator ol state and community affairs, said yesterday the
agreement entails Ihe installation of
traffic lights al Ihe intersections of
N. College Drive and Ridge Street
(near the Math-Science Bldg l and
Willard and Ridge streets inear the
Health Center).
i.HAIiY SAID the lights, which
probably will be attached to poles on
the curbs, will operate from 7:50
a.m. fo 5 p.m.. Monday through Friday, and only on days when University classes are in session
At 10 minutes to the hour until the
hour, lights at the intersections will
flash red. Vehicles proceeding east
on Ridge Street will have the option
ol turning right, into the parking lot
behind Alice Prout Hall, or left, onto
N. College Drive.
Vehicles proceeding west on
Ridge Street either may turn right,
onto Willard Street, or left, into
Meter Lot 14 I Lot N near Memorial
Halli
At the hour, the red lights
automatically will turn off and
vehicles will be permitted to
proceed down Ridge Street in either
direction
During an emergency, ambulances, police cars and fire engines
may proceed through the light.
Grady said.

MAYOR CHARLES E Bartlett
yesterday said he supports the alternative to the SBO's original
proposal
But the final decision is still up
10 city council." he said "My support means only one vote, which
would be to override a veto, which
I've never done before and never
hope to do."
SBO's original proposal asked for
Ihe temporary closing of Ridge
Street bordered by a line immediately east of the Ridge StreetNorth College Drive intersection
and immediately west of the stop
sign at the northeast corner of
Hayes Hall from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monday through Friday
However, city council has not
acted on the proposal
INSTALLATION of both lights
will cost about $3,000 to be paid for
by the University.
Grady said he and Fred Hoffman,
junior I B.A. I and SBO vice president, will conduct a traffic survey
today through Friday to see how
many cars use Ridge Street.
The number of cars, he said, will
determine whether Ridge Street
warrants traffic lights for
pedestrian safety.
If passed by city council and approved by the University, installation ol the lights probably would not
be completed until fall 1974. Grady
said

Truck strike affects dorm food
By Mary Zllello
Students finding it difficult to live on
$160 a quarter for dormitory food may
suffer even more next quarter.
The truck strike is affecting
University Food Services, and
dormitory food prices could rise again.
Monna Pugh, associate director of
Food Services, said yesterday.
"I can't say for sure if or when they
will go up." Pugh said, "but becuase of
the truck strike less food with worse
quality is being delivered, causing
some problems."
Pugh said milk, produce, meat and
vegetables have been affected most

noodles, were taken for granted. But
now. she said, it is the "little thngs"
which affect prices

"We haven't served asparagus for a
while because we would probably have
to charge a dollar a serving for il."

PUGH SAID SHE thinks it is
difficult for anyone to survive on $160
worth of meal coupons for dormitory
food
"But it is the fellows who reallv
suffer." she said. "Many have found
that they have had to buy more
coupons toward the end of each
quarter."

SHE SAID THE quality of the
tomatoes delivered hasn't been the
best, so some dishes with tomatoes
may not be served for awhile.
She said that money once made on
vegetables such as corn, peas and
beans, now is being lost on broccoli and
others-causing Food Services to "lose
the cushions" which had previously
balanced prices.

Prices for produce, which are also
rising, will reflect in foods such as
desserts, she said. Cherries, which cost
19 cents a pound last year, now are 42
cents a pound.

"We've been taking a lot of yields on
vegetable servings." Pugh remarked,
"so that we can adjust the prices
accordingly."
She noted that more casserole dishes
are being served PSO everyone receives
an equal portion of food. Before, some
items varied in size, and students with
a smaller portion paid the same price
as those with a larger serving.

"Meat has been on a constant climb
and top ground that was $1.18 a pound
last year has risen to $1.81 a pound."
she said

Pugh said Food Service's main
concern used to be with the quality and
prices for meat, while the "little
things." such as sugar, flour and

"OUR MILK IS always going up."
she said. "We are now paying 37 cents
more a gallon than we did last year at
this time."

The truck strike may affect you after ad. Food Services are encountering problems
as a result of the strike, and students may have to bear the consequences with
possible increases in dormitory food prices. (Newsphoto by Joseph G. Glick)

Cost of vegetables has increased the
most because of the truck strike, Pugh
noted.

Asked if she saw any rise in the
overall $160 board paid by students, she
replied that a committee is
investigating the food situation.
She said the committee's findings
will be considered in the future.

Weather
Increasing cloudiness today,
high in upper 30s and low 44*.
Cloudy and colder tonight and
tomorrow. Low In t0% tonight.
High tomorrow 30 to 35. Probability of precipitation tt per cent today and tonight.

*
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cluster on environment

epneRiaLS
academic statement
reflects ivory tower
Much of the criticism leveled at the statement on academic excellence
drafted by 30 members of the psychology department last October is
reasonable.
Unfortunately, the concept of the old ivory tower is well and alive
inside the psychology department.
There is no doubt much is to be learned from research and books But
outside, awaits a real world with real people The better a University can
prepare students to cope with the world the better for students
The concept of knowledge for the sake of knowledge sounds like
reasoning from the Dark Ages.
Experimental Studies has been successful because much of the
knowledge it imparts comes from real-life work situations. How can 30
psychology professors say the experience a student gets from a
Washington internship is simply the "easiest way available to get credit
without doing much work"?
As one administrator said. "Academic Council's 1970 report on
academic excellence Mission of the University.' is preferable to last
October's statement."
That report said the university's mission is to provide an environment
for learning and said it was important that students develop the capacity
to reason and acquire the ability to apply that reason to practical
problems.
The October report said, "faculty within departments should be
evaluated in terms of involvement in their professional discipline if they
are to have anything of value to bring to their students.
There is no doubt the faculty must obtain knowledge to pass on to
students, but everyone has had teachers who have a great knowledge of
their area, but completely fail to pass it on to students in courses.
The 30 faculty members who drafted the statement must work to
concentrate their idealism toward the real-world situation students will
face.
If not. their idealism is worthless.

By Dr. Roger Anderson
Assistant Profeiur of
Political Science
Gueit Ftcnlty Columnist
Six instructors plus some 40 to 50
volunteer lecturers, discussant*, and
advisors have a problem spring
quarter.
We are offering an Environmental
Studies Cluster College, "A Quarter in
the Black Swamp" (Northwest Ohio
and Southeast Michigan), primarily for
freshmen and sophomores for sixteen
hours credit, which may be applied to
group requirements in the social
sciences, natural sciences and
humanities.
CREDITS vary somewhat depending
on the college in which the student is
enrolled (approval is pending in
Education)
For the past five months Bill
Peterman. Geography;
Donald
Scherer, Philosophy. Nancy Miller.
Environmental Studies; Steve Vessey.
Biology; David Newman, Industrial
Technology and University architect,
and myself have met weekly to plan an
environmental cluster
IT HINGES on the premise that il a
student understands his/her total
environment, both natural and manmade, and its associated problems, has
practice in the development and use of
skills to solve problems intelligently,
that the person can become a citizen
both motivated and able to deal
effectively with such problems as
population, energy and land use.
regardless of the vocation which is
ultimately selected.
We would like to think that the lack
of interest in the cluster shown so far
stems from Ihe failure of the
organizers to fully publicize the
program until it was approved for
credit by Academic Council and
t?v.» «r -■ **at A«y &*at*e-

QUICK! I'VE FORGOTTEN THEIR NAMES!'

currculum committees in Arts and
Sciences, Education and Business.
APPROVAL coincided with the
middle of the pre-registration period,
thus making publicity a problem. We
emphasize that it is still not too late to
sign up for the program. Contact the
MAP office in 26 Shatzel Hall or (3720202). or the Environmental Studies
Center in 124 Hayes Hall 1372-0207) or
one of us.
Students who have already
registered can have their programs
adjusted with ease -by contacting the
MAP office.
I think it is important to emphasize
that each of the core instructors are
not only committed to tip cluster, but.
in a sense, the spring cuarter is an
extension of personal interest in the
environment expressed outside the
classroom
BILL PETERMAN has been
involved in research in environmental
planning and land use. Steve Vessey s
primary Interests focus on research on
animal and human populations.
Nancy Miller displays a strong
commitment to community action as

related to environmental problems and
to environmental education. Don
Scherer is interested in Environmental
ethics and was a prune mover for the
Eco-ethics conference held at Bowling
Green last spring.
Dave Newmann has a continuing
interest in the cultural ramifications of
environmental problems and the use of
energy, space and land in architectural
design.
I have been interested in the politics
and policies surrounding the
environmental issue and I am
president of HURT (Help Us Recycle
Trash), the non-profit Bowling Green
recycling group
THREE AREAS of environmental
concern, population, energy and land
use seen as problems of the Black
Swamp, will provide the focus for the
cluster
The first five weeks of the quarter
for which up to four hours in social
sciences, three in natural sciences and
three in humanities may be earned,
will be devoted to an introduction to
each of the three focus areas and to the
acquisition of theory, skills and
techniques needed to solve the

problems related to population, energy
and land use in Northwest Ohio and
elsewhere.
Various teaching techniques will be
employed including gaming and
simulating, lecture, discussion, panels
and multi-media
AT THE END of the first five weeks
students should be prepared to begin a
detailed inter-disciplinary project
designed to solve the environmental
problem in the Black Swamp, related
to the student's area of interest.
Students may earn up to six hours for
their projects with a minimum of one
hour of credit in natural sciences,
social sciences and humanities. Credit
area will depend on the nature of the
project.
IF YOU ARE interested in an
integrated approach to learning, want
to learn more about the environmental
problems of the Black Swamp and need
to earn some group requirements or
elective hours, why not try the
Environmental Cluster College spring
quarter.
We care. Do you''

black history week
By Montr I Jennings
210 (lodgers
Guest Student Columnist
This week is a special week
recognized by the majority of blacks
across the nation It is in observance of
Black History Week
During this interim period there are
a numerous amount of performances
given at various high schools, colleges,
and theaters in the form of plays,
poetic recitations, gospel singing,
prominent speakers, marches, and so
on; all apportioning a message
oriented toward the concepts and ideas
associated with blackness.
The main function or purpose of this
transpiration is. generally to take time
out every year to review historically
our background, culture, pride in
blackness as a people, and also the
progressional phases
we are
attempting, including the problems
associated with them.
THE SYSTEM of inter-group
relationships prevailing in the United
States today was forged over a period
of three hundred years and handed
down from generation to gerneration
These existing practices are not
justifiable, but it helps construe the
dilemma we encounter trying to alter
them
Blacks, as well as any other ethnic
group, are bound together by common
cultural ties and have a sense o(
common identity
Blacks had their cultural ties even
before the dawn of the colonization
peiod in their motherland. Africa. They
still managed to maintain this

coherence even though they had to
suffer through the inhumane act of
being captured like animals, stocked
up on top of one another in the hulls of
ships, and sold as property when they
reached the colonies
IN ADDITION, many died during the
voyage over because of the lack of
food Consequently only the strong
survived
"Although the history of the South
records incidents of good and kindly
treatment of slaves, the majority were
poorly fed. dressed, and housed, even
by the rude standards of the day.
"Whipping and other forms of
corporal punishment were common
and torture and mutilation were not
unknown Considering that this system
of social relationships existed for more
than two hundred years, it is little
wonder that lasting hostilities toward
whites have been passed as a strong
element of contemporary black
culture."
Over the years the black masses
made a transition from slavery to one
of rebellion in the form of passive and
militant resistance to society's
discriminatory Jim Crow laws
THE FORERUNNERS ol these
movements were Marcus Garvey.
associated with (he "Back to Africa"
movement. Rev Martin Luther King
Jr., who sought to achieve rapid social
change by a non-violent means; and
Stokely Carmichael. who believed in
the philosophy of "Black Power" and
"do unto others as they do unto you."
Recently, however the movement is
geared more towards releasing

ourselves trom economic oppression
rather than civil rights suppression
Although historians managed to
manipulate history so that the
achievements of many prominent
blacks were left out. we have not
relinquished our culture
CONSEQUENTLY, we managed to
retain our music, art. poetry and soul,
which is the backbone of our
uniqueness Through these forms we
are able to find our identity, satisfy our
id and ego of the sub-conscious mind,
have pride in our blackness, and
maintain a psychological balance ol
well-being Overall, our culture assists
us in the continuity of the Black
aesthetic.
Some of the prominent individuals
which historians "somehow" left out
are the dedicated black men and
women who. for example, performed
the first open-heart surgery, designed
the streets of Washington DC,
formulated the usage of blood plasma,
not to mention the black mayors of Los
Angeles. Detroit. Gary. Atlanta, and
Oakland, who have been an
innumerable asset for blacks, for the
most part, psychologically
THE LIABILITIES associated with
these progressional moves are not
always accepted because the rapid
changes do not cohere with the Black
individual's mental age, which has to
cope with the harsh atrocities of this
society
In due time these changes will surely
come

Lerrers
trinidad article
educational
I would like (o (ake (his opportunity
to congratulate Mr Rupert (.nil ith for
his Trinidad article in Friday's issue ol
The BG News
I however wish to disagree with Mr
Griffith's point tha( Christopher
Columbus discovered Trinidad-it is
like saying he discovered America or
that Vasco da Gama discovered Sierra
Leone when all tha( happened was tha(
they just happened to have passed by
HOW COULD they discover
something which was there already
and was being occupied by people''
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Now to my main points: Mr.
Griffith's article is very educative and
does a lot to increase the pride of
young blacks in America in the nations
outside the U.S. which are ruled to any
extent by non-whites.
On Wednesday, the 13th of February,
1974 a lecture will be given by l)r
Patrick By nor. of Michigan University
in Ann Arbor, about the activities of
the Carnival in Trinidad
His talk will be illustrated by a film
and some slides. This lecture will take
place in Room 217 of the Education
Building. It is free and open to the
public
I WOULD LIKE to take this
opportunity to invite every member of
the Bowling Green community to
attend this lecture for various reasons:
11 because it will increase the amount
of knowledge about the third world that
people have; 21 it will at the same time
be a very good form of educational
entertainment and 3) it will. I hope,
start a new interest by minority
students in countries in Africa and the
West Indies
Moses Z Horton
801 Fifth St Apt A-3
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health center
To Tom Ealey and Health Center
Administrators:
In response to your letter on
February 6 in which you charged the
News of being irresponsible in its
reporting I would like to share with
you some irresponsibility displayed at
the Health Center I witnessed last
week, irresponsibility that has no place
in any Health Center but seems to be
recurrent on this campus.

ALTHOUGH ONLY $9 78 of my
$50.00 General Fee goes to the Health
Center. I expect professional and
quality service that it is supposed to
pay for
Last week 1 want to the Center to
have a physical examinalion for
student teaching and scuba diving.
Upon my visit with the nurse, she
asked if I had had a physical recently
TELLING HER I had one last
quarter she looked in my file for some
form but when I told her it was for a
sport, she ceased looking for any
written record The nurse then pulled
out my University entrance physical,
taken one and a half years ago. and
copied my blood pressure reading
(100 70) from that date.
This really surprised me so I decided
to ask the doctor to take it. Upon
entering his office, he waved me in
with one hand while holding a cigarette
in the other
AFTER A VERY quick check of my
ears, throat, and heart he proceeded to
sign the consent form. I asked him if he
would please take my blood pressure
and he asked me why
I told him that the nurse just copied
down a reading that was taken almost
two years ago He said he would if "the
thing" would work
After three unsuccessful tries, he
played with the hose trying to stop the
air leak. On the fourth try he said
"there. I got it" I knew he didn't get
anything because the needle fell as fast
as it rose when he pumped it up
1 asked him what it read and he said
"whatever it said on that form",
referring to the figure the nurse wrote.
By this time my blood pressure should
have been far from normal considering
how angry I was
BEFORE I left the Center I
requested the same nurse to take my
blood pressure and she asked "why. is

something wrong, or are you just
curious?" I said I just wanted to know
what it was.
After one quick reading she reported
it was 100 58. quite different than what
she had written down on the form, and
quite a bit below the normal 120 80
Are these correct, responsible clinic
procedures? What kind ol reputation
do these practicing professionals
deserve? My experiences with them
have proved them very careless and
unprofessional
WILL IT TAKE someone's death and
a malpractice suit to wake the stall up
as to their responsibilities as doctors
and nurses"
$9.78 times 15.000 students is a lot of
money and should help to provide
better medical services than has been
given at this Health Center.
Christine Sharpe
121 State Street Apt B-4

world needs
to look to
jesus now
The time has come to say what is on
many of our minds- that the world may
be ending. Things are going to get
worse economically, socially,
politically, and in every other sphere,
until the war starts which will end
man's stay on Earth.
WE ESPECIALLY feel this, being
young and in the United States. The
60s brought a time when we went too
far, when permarital sex became
status, when it became a desired goal
to have the ultimate drug kick, when
we went so high so as to lose
appreciation for anything less- a
secure life, devoid of great highs, but
also devoid of great lows.

When we have come to appreciate
the simple things and not want the
higher kicks, then we shall have
returned to the better life.
BUT I BELIEVE things are going to
get very bad very soon, when you shall
not be able to find anything to eat for
days, when families will be torn apart
and a friend is not valued, when there
will be widespread panic and suicide,
and when the war finally happens that
will end the world, which was spoken
of in the scriptures.
I entreat everyone, while there is
still time to help, to care more for your
neighbor, to help him along and put
yourself second.
MY ANSWER IS Jesus I do not
force him upon you. but only ask you to
earnestly seek the answer within
yourself to this troubled world.
I know you will find Jesus is there
with you. We are all in the same ship
together. Protect yourself by helping
others.
John Skoog
34JConklin

chairman
responds
(Editor's note: The following Is an
open letter to Treva Wright who wrote
last week la regard to the dismissal of
Martha Eckman from Ike
Undergraduate Advising office la tie
English Department).
Dear Ms Wright.
I appreciate very much your
expression of your views on the undergraduate advisorship in the Department of English and I will see that it is
brought to the attention of the
committee which exercises
jurisdiction over this matter.

Your letter is reasonably and
sincerely expressed, and I may say
that I am impressed with your
detailing of the benefits which you
have gained from Ms. Eckman as an
advisor.
Like you. I believe that she does have
an genuine concern for students.
Your letter, nevertheless, is
inaccurate in several of its
assumptions:
1) On September 14. 1973. Ms
Eckman and the PST Committee came
to a mutual agreement that her
occupancy of the advisorship should
continue through the winter quarter.
1974
2) Though the inquiry which
preceeded this agreement arose out of
certain problems which appeared to
exist in the advising office, there are
no charges against Ms. Eckman.
We are concerned to give the best
service we can to our advisees, and I
trust that even as a critic you will keep
that end in mind.
Edgar F Daniels
Chairman. English
Department

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters (o
(he edilor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum »f 300
words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include (he
author s name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
Universitv I'.ill
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Computer center overcomes problems

Construction running smoothly
By MtrcU Cwik
Despite a delay in the
shipment of materials, construction of the J. Preston
Levis Regional Computer
Center in Perrysburg, a
joint venture between the
University and the University of Toledo, is still
scheduled to be completed
by July 8
Robert Periatt. director of
operations for the center,
said that earlier this year
construction was running
four weeks behind, but that
good weather had brought it
back lo date The structure
will be completely enclosed
by Feb 22
James Downs, center
director, said the biggest
single problem has been getting transformers for electrical work If they are not
delivered on time. Toledo
Edison has agreed to supply
temporary power to the
center
ALTHOUGH Downs said

Correction

Bending

Harold E Wehner.
senior (A&Sl and a
member of Omicron
Delta Kappa, national
men's leadership honorary, was incorrectly
identified in yesterday's
News as a member of
AFROTC Wehner is a
member of AROTC
The News apologizes
for the error

A member of Solomons Dane* Company, Randall Faxon,
demonstrates a dance step to those participating in a one-week
workshop. The workshop ends Friday night with a lecturediscussion set for 7-9 in the Dogwood Suite, Union. (Newsphoto
by Joseph G. Qlick)

ballerina

Hearst kidnapers demand food
BERKELEY. Calif. iAP>
- The kidnapers of heiress

Patricia Hears! demanded
on yesterday that her
parents provide millions of
dollars in food for California s needy in exchange for
their daughter s life The demand was accompanied by
what the kidnapers said was
a tape recording of the
coed's voice
Randolph A Hearst said
the family took the recording as prool his daughter
was safe and said he would
try to comply with the
demands

Mom and Dad, I'm
okay, said the voice on the
tape sent to Berkeley radio
station KI'EA
These people have been very honest
with me they are perfectly
willing to die for what they
do . I want to get out of here,
but the only way is il you do
what they say and do it
quickly
The kidnapers broke a
(ive-day silence to issue
their demand that the
Hearst family supply $70
worth of food for every
needy Calilorman over a

Dr. Erikson named chairman
Dr John G. Erikson. dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, has been named chairman of the newly formed
Council of Arts and Sciences Deans.
The state council was organized to facilitate communications among the deans and other academic and
political groups concerned with higher education
Much of the council's work will be geared to preparing a
series of position papers on the role of arts and sciences in
higher education to be presented lo the Citizen's Task Force
on Higher Education.

__

THE

SYMBIONESE

Liberation Army, which has
claimed responsibility for
kidnaping the 19-year-old
college sophomore on Feb 4,
said in the letter she was abducted "for crimes her
mother and father have
committed against the
American people and the
people ol the world." ,,.

Fact line

In the tape sent lo KI'EA.
a man who identified
himself as a black said he
was quite willing to carry
out execution of your
daughter lo save the starving and exploitations of
thousands of men and

o
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UNION RINGS
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The pamphlet provides
information such as rental
rates for nine or 12 month
leases, whether or not children or pets are permitted,
the number of bedrooms in

each unit and whether or not
the apartment is furnished
Guideline is published
throughout the academic
year and is available for free
at either the Housing Office,
first floor of the Administra
tion Building, or the SHA office. 405 Student Services
Bldg

Polka for charities Saturday
Pounders (Quadrangle will hold a polka party complete
with beer, pretzels and a live band from 8 p m -1 a.m.
Saturday in the West Cafeteria
The parly will kick off Charities Week activities, with all
proceeds going to charity
Tickets are 75 cents in advance and $1 at the door Tickets
may be purchased at the main desk in Founders

MIAMI lAPi -The court was bedeviled when a defense lawyer asked to have
the defendant examined by a voodoo
doctor or an exorcist
What's a voodoo doctor?" Circuit
Court Judge Dan Satin asked at a hearing Monday
"One who by training and apprentice
and research has learned about the
powers of voodoo." replied defense
lawyer David Cerf
Cerf pointed out that the defendant.
Harvey Lee Outler. had been determined competent to stand trial for the
murder of his common law wile but the
evaluating doctor said duller believed
he was under a curse.
Cerf said Outler, 36. believed that
Mable Young. 31. had used roots to put
a curse on him Police say Outler shot
Mrs. Young in the (ace with a pistol
April 13
Your honor, a voodoo curse is just
as deadly as a threat with a gun," Cerf
said And he showed the judge a list of
persons he called "voodoo doctors, exorcists, or other experts."

WASHINGTON (Al'l - The Federal
Energy Office is considering beating
Congress to the punch by rolling back
the price of domestic crude oil now ex-

empt from price controls, sources sa>
The rollback proposal is a real
possibility although no linal decision
hits been made, the sources said
it would be achieved by setting an administrative price ceiling on controltree domestic crude, probably at 50 per
cent higher than the controlled price ol
$5.25 ii barrel
Even if the rollback is ordered, it
would have a minimal impact on the
price ol gasoline one or two cents at
the most, the sources said
Hut the move would cut into oil company profile and might quiet some ol
the criticism (hat domestic oil prices
have moved too high, too quickly, according lo the sources

Soviet arrest
Moscow (Al'i -Soviet police dragged Nobel I'nzc winning author Alexander Solxhenltsyn from his wife's
Moscow apartment yesterday and took
him away lor questioning, Ins mother
in law said
She told Western newsmen by
telephone that six plainclolhes security
agents and two uniformed olficers
biirged into the apartment on Moscow's
Gorky Street shortly after 5 p.m She
said she and her daughter. Solzhcnil
syo s wife Natalya Svetlova, attempted
to hold the police back but "they were
very rough

They took Alexander Isayevich

awaj forcibly." the mother-in-law
said
There was no official confirmation of
art arrest
Soltenitsyn. under harsh, official
Criticism lor publication in the West of
Ins latest book. "Gulag Archipelago."
had declined to answer a summons
Irom the Soviet state prosecutor to
appear lor questioning

Air Force
WASHINGTON (AIM - The Air Force
said yesterday it is releasing 425 officers and encouraging 3,475 others to
leave the service on their own.
Most oil the officers to be told they
iire no longer needed are captains and
majors with less than five years in the
Air Force
Meal will leave on June 2H with
separation bonuses up to $15,000
Most of the 3.475 others have already
indicated they do not intend to make
the Air Force a career and will be
allowed out earlier than they originally
planned
The reductions will cut the Air
Force's officer corps to 110.959 More
cuts arc expected starlinp in .lulv

The Department of Philosophy lo plcir.ed to announce

ilililill
EDNARD MADDEN
.

Profe

MY

Thnra, Feh.11

Philosophy

m

IfiEAHfJq.

An Informal discussion of the lecture and related issues, for graduate students
and undergraduates, will be held in the White Dogwood Suite of the Union on
Friday, February 15, from 1:00 to 2:15 PM.

lummi VctektrA ZftdM
< h.r Brorlrd Choke ( hopped
I uiur CheeK. Sbee Taaulo

Guideline, a pamphlet put
out by the Housing Office
and
Student
Housing
Association ■ SH \
every
other Wednesday, provides
free advertising for landlords and assistance to
students looking for offcampus housing
The white pages in the
Iron! section of Guideline
list landlords who have
small units for rent and
students who need room
mates to help fill an apartment
The yellow pages list

available units at most of
the city's larger apartment
complexes

a public locture entltledi

1550 E. WooiUr St., Bowlin| Green

Or Hum mIY.f. and Onion Km,,

Looking for a place to
live'1

Wide
Open For Fun

71

Bun.
|.fj

SHA publishes information
on off-campus rental rates

Voodoo

2-2445

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

SIGN UP IN UAO OFICE

Sr<*ir<-

Periatt said the primarv

reason for moving at this
time is because it is a slack
period and will not interrupt
services to the students,
their biggest concern

V_

30 SEATS AVAILABLE

Beel,

vices will be restricted to
University and research
functions

newsnotes

MARCH 17 2-\

10 OJ. < h.r Hrmlf-d Choir* Chopped
(nU, Helalo Chip., (air Slaa

shutdown, the University
will utilize the services of a
computer in Detroit. However, since this computer
has a lower capacity, ser-

Crude oil

Her father is president and
editor of the San Francisco
Examiner and chairman ol
the Hearst Corp Her
mother, Catherine, is a
regent of the University of
California

GoUAO

NASSAU

women of all races "
The first communication
Irom the kidnapers came in
a letter last Thursday, also
sent lo KPEA.
The voice on yesterday's
recording said "Its really
up to you lo make sure those
people can't jeopardize my
lii'- by charging in and doing
stupid things I'm not being
tried for crimes I'm not
responsible for I'm here
because I'm a member of a
ruling class family."

four-week period beginning
next Monday

needed materials were difficult for contractors to obtain, he added that construction had not yet been
affected by the truck strike
"We had anticipated
problems about a month
ago, so we made arrangements to store materials on
the site, he said
Another reason construction is running smoothly,
according to Downs, is due
to the monthly meeting he
and the contractors have to
review progress and plan
strategy for the next month.
Periatt also attributed the
lack of problems to "a great
deal of planning and
coordination behind the
scene by people on
campus."
From August 24-Sept 15,
the University's computer
will be shut down and moved
to the center for installation
Hal Eckel, director of
Computational
Services,
said. "We're making plans
to live for four weeks without the computer," he said
HE SAID that during the

HUM II HIIKS

.40

l.nlli-d Chee»r. Bacon. Tooulo. Potalo Chip., Garaieh Soup ol
111* da)
1.S0

•V/dt* 4'//*r
Breaal ol Tarkey. Sliced Toaaale aad Cheddar Cheear, Served
on 1 n.li.h Mullin Buhblrd aad Broiled. Stripped With Bacan.
Petato Chip., (iaraiah
2.15

LUNCHEON DAILY 11-?

A distinguished philosopher and authority on problems in psychology, ethics,
and science, Professor Madden has authored numerous works including Philosophical Problems of Psychology, Philosophical Perspectives on Punishment, and
essays on civil disobedience and the problem of evil. He is a frequent contributor to national and international conferences, and has taught previously at
Brown University, Amherst College, and the American University in Beirut.
Professor Madden's visit Is Jointly sponsored by the College of Health and Community Services, the College of Arts and Sciences, and the Departments of Sociology and Philosophy.
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SBO candidates set time
to talk with students
Mascarsija Square in
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia,
muit be the bast
business location for
this bird-seed seller
who seams to Mend in
with the scenery. (AP
Cablephoto

Oil company making profits
"The Marathon Oil Company is willing to open up
their books to anyone.''
James H Youngflesh. representative of the Marathon
Oil Company in Kind lay
Ohio, said

Youngflesh. a petroleum
economist and an economic
analyst, spoke with University students on the
energy crisis Monday
evening in the main lounge
pf Offenhauer as part of the

Philosophy professor to lecture
"The Justification of Punishment" will be discussed at 4
p.m tomorrow by Dr. Edward Madden, professor of
philosophy at the State University of New York at Buffalo
Dr Madden has written several works on civil
disobedience and the problems of evil He previously taughl
at the American University in Beirut.
Sponsored by the College of Health and Community
Services, the College of Arts and Sciences and the sociology
and philosophy departments, the talk will be in 115
Education Bldg

Human Awareness Symposium on the environment
"We made $62 million
pure profit last year after
taxes," Youngflesh said
"We are now making a centand-a-half per gallon
profit "
During the energy crisis,
why make a profit at the expense of your fellow man"
"We're in a risk business
We have to make a profit to
pay our 8.000 employees,"
Youngflesh said in answer to
a student's question
He attributes the energy
crisis to the Arab oil embargo and Americans' inability
to anticipate

weather "There was a gas
shortage last summer because of the tremendous
cold spell we had last
winter." Youngflesh saul
"The problem is trying to
anticipate weather "
"We are now getting five
million barrels of oil a day
Without the embargo we
would get over seven
million." he said "Wa are
getting no oil at all from the

Mid-east now It is all
domestic and some from
Canada
The speech was sponsored
by Student Activities and
Cultural Boost Dr. George
Scherf. chairman of the University s energy task force,
and J Claude Scheuerman.
vice president for operations will discuss campus
energy problems at 6 tonighl
in Kohl Hall's lounge

BLACK OTKAN PEOPLES ASSOCIATION

It you are in the dark
about who is running for Student Body Organization
I SBO > officers, you have a
chance to meet the candiates. compliments of the
Commuter Organization
tion
Beginning today and running every school day until
the SBO elections Keb 27.
the candidates will be given
a chance to express their
views on campus issues and
government
"We're asking the candidates to come in and meet
the kids." Hazel Smith.
Commuter Center director,
said "We'll give them an
opportunity to tell who they
are and what their plans and
desires for the campus
government are "
THE MEETINGS, to be
held at 10 am in the Commuter Center dining area,
will be open to discussion
"Lots of things come out in
the discussions that perhaps
would not come out any

where else." Smith said
"This is one of the few
places that I'm aware of
where candidates can get
real exposure.
"We find that from a commuter standpoint, it is
important to do things in the
daytime to keep kids
aware." Smith said
She explained that the
winter weather and the
energy crisis make it difficult for commuters to return
to campus for night
programs
She added that similar
meetings have been held for
the last three years "The
meetings have drawn excellent response in the
past." she said
"We were disturbed

several years ago at the
small number of students
actually voting in the elections." Smith said. "The increased number of students
in recent elections can be
credited, at least in part, to
the candidates' exposure at
these meetings"

Socialist view
The Socialist Workers Party candidate
for the U.S. Senate will
talk at 8 p.m tomorrow
on the socialist view of
the energy crisis
Ohioan Phil Lazar
will present his speech
in 105 Hanna Hall

Psychologist to discuss stress
Hi Thomas K Landauer of Bell Telephone Laboratories.
New Jersey, will speak at 4 p.m. today in 111 South Hall.
Entitled "Stress and Status." the lecture will focus on the
possibilities of strenglhening children as they grow up by
use of systematic stress The practice is common among
primitive peoples
The free lecture is sponsored by the psychology
department

One good turn
deserves another.
From one beer lover to another.
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BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S
NEXT TO STERLING

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL
OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 3 & 4 MAN APTS.
* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

Presents

(From New York City)
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Keepsake

Tonight

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 min. walk to campus
5 min. walk to downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

• Friendly Helpful Landlords
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

Grand Ball Room - 9:00 p.m.

I 5 P.M.

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

Black
Student
Union

The Last Poets

Model Open...Noon

Send new ?Ot>g booMi-i Pia-nninc, v-nn f nflSMmenl *nd Wcddmq plus
>ull color .older ana 44 r>g Undo s Uuu" gill jlter an to» only 2SC
,

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR

EVENINGS
352-7365

Donation 75*

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 5 P.M.

Everyone Invited!
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS. BOX 90 SYRACUSE N > 13201
' ii-xi row it»ptahi- Je«,

■ acew/ewo

352-9302
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Sign-up tomorrow for job interviews
Sign-up for the following
job interviews for the week
of Feb 25 will be held
tomorrow in the Forum,
Student Services Bldg
Sign-up
for
non-school
schedules I business, government.
agencies
and
graduate schools I will be
held from 11:30am to 12 30
p.m and school schedules
from 4:30-5 30 p.m A data
sheet must be turned in at
the time of sign-up.
BUSINESS
FEBRUARY 25
Babcock & Wilcox-MBA
for Operations Hesearch for
their
Research
Development Center in Alliance. 0
•"Del Monte Sales CoSales positions at the retail
level B. Mktg and all other
business related areas LA
majors will also be considered
FEBRUARY 26
'••Automatic

Sprinkler

Corp -Sales trainees for Induktrial
Fire
Protection/Sprinkler Systems.
Position requires desire to
work with contractors &
architects dealing with a
technical industrial product.
B.
Bus
Acini
M gm I
Mktg .
Ind
Tech
(Construction).
John
Hancock
Mutual
Life-Sales positions leading
to potential sales management. B Degree area open
Position requires counseling
in
the
areas
of
life
insurance, group insurance,
retirement plans & mutual
funds
Oscar
Mayer-Sales
Trainees B. Mktg preferred
but open to any major.
Operations Mgmt Trainee
B any major
Hecht Company-Management Trainees B. M any
major
Parket Hannifin Corp—
Manufacturing
trainee
B Ind Tech . Mgmt : Sales

DOES YOUR BATTERY SEEM TO GET
TIRED, TOO OFTEN? IF SO YOU JUST
MIGHT NEED A TUNE-UP OR SOME
OTHER WORK DONE ON YOUR CAR.
SO BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND IS
OUR. . .

JANUARY TUNE-UP
SPECIAL. IT WAS SO
SUCCESSFUL THAT WE ARE
CONTINUING THE PRICE
THRU FEB. 28th

Call Today For Price
And Appointment

Trainee
B/Ind.
Tech..
Mgmt..
Mktg;
Finance
Mangement
Trainee
B/Acctg.
•••Kroger Food StoresManagement
Trainees
B/any area for retail mgmt
Society National BankTrainees
for
eventual
administrative
and
executive positions in Main
Office Depts. and Branches
B. Bus. A dm or liberal arts
areas with some business
background

FEBRUARY 27
HS
Pogue-Executive
Development
Trainee
B/Mklg or Mgmt.
Raytheon Company-2-yr.
job rotation management
development
program
leading to positions of responsibility in Procurement
& Materials Mgmt. section
of
Raytheon.
Program
consists of at least one work
assignment
in
an
Engineering
Laboratory,
one in a manufacturing
facility and one in the exe-

cutive offices. Assignment
normally
in
suburban
Boston area. B with one
course in procurement.
Liberty
Mutual-Claims
adjusters B business related
area preferred. Liberal Arts
also.
Marine
Midland
BankWestern-Management
Trainee B. M Bus. Adm .
Econ., Math. History. Poli.
Sci.. Stat.. Bus. Ed., Fin ,
Mgmt. Mkgt. Acctg.
Ashland Chemical CoGeneral
Accountants
B Acctg. ;
Auditors
B/Acctg
min. GPA 1.4.
Chemists B 'Chemistry.
Burroughs Corp.-Marketing Management Trainee B.
M Bus. Adm.. Comp. Sci..
Math
Engin.
or
other
technical discipline. A good
understanding of acctg. is
required of all candidates
Mgmt. Systems Analyst
MBA or M Comp. Sci.
Financial Analyst MBA
with
Fin.
or
Acctg
undergrad degree.
Systems
Analyst
B,

HALF PRICE
SWEATER CLEARANCE
LONG SLEEVE, SHORT SLEEVE,
TURTLE NECKS, CREW NECK,
CARDIGAN, VESTS, ETC.
All Sales Final

525 Ridge St.
West of McDonald

FEBRUARY 28-Gig Expo
Day
MARCH 1
Ohio Bell Telephone-Administrative
Mgmt
Trainee
B Afro-American
studies. Bus Adm . Comp
Sci . Math
Westfield Cos—Insurance
underwriter
Trainee
BS B A
Field
Representative Trainee BS B.A

Urbana
City
Schools.
Ohio-Elementarv guidance,
Jr H Math. Sr H Math.
Elem. K-6. Jr H. Librarian.
•••Washington
Local
Schools.
Ohio
i Toledo.
Ohio i-Art.
PE.
Music.
English and Elem.

t-T^J

Home Ec. Lib Sci , Math.
Vocal Music. Instrumental
Music. Science iCompre..
Chemistry. Earth Science.
Physics.
Gen
Science).
Spec Ed I EMR. LDB. Deaf
& Hard of Hearing. Limited
Sight.
Orthepedici.
Trade Industrial
areas:
Auto Body. Auto Mechanics.
Bakery.
Electricity Electronics. Heating Air Conditioning.
Horticulture.
Painting & Decorating. Recreational Vehicle Repair.
Small Engine Repair. &
welding
Cleveland

Bd

ol

FEBRUARY 28
•Montgomery

Countv

Schools.
Md.
(Rockville.
Md. (--Reading teachers and
specialists,
Ind.
Arts.
Geography. Earth Science.
Math. LDB
MARCH 1
Cleveland Bd of Ed—See
Feb 27 listing
Montgomery Co. Schools.
Md
(Rockville. Md.l-See
Feb 28 listing
Olmsted
Falls
City
Schools.
Ohio-Middle
School 6-8: Gen Sci.. Home

Edu-

Ec . Ind

Arts. Math. High

School
9-12:
Bus
Ed.
Biology.
Chemistry.
General Sci.. Home Econ..
Voc..
Ind
Arts.
Math.
Physics. Art 1-12 & Vocal
Music 1-12
Cincinnati Public Schools-Elem and Secondary.
Lakewood Public SchoolsScience Compre 7-12. Math
7-12. Educ
Media K-12,
Elem.-team
teaching nongraded, deaf and hard of
hearing K-12, LD K-12. Ind
Arts 7-12.
Lexington Local Schools.
Ohio (Mansfield. 0 i-LBD
intermediate
level.
Soc
Stu. English
combination
for HS and Elementary
Springfield Local Schools.
Ontario. Ohio (Mansfield
area i-Elementary
and
secondary.

KEY
'•Evenings only
••Evenings also
•••Returning Next Quarter
See tomorrow's News for
agency listings

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FEBRUARY 28
Shaker
Heights
City
Schools. Ohio-All areas K12. No social studies or
speech therapy.
II.III.HI1 County Schools.
Md -Math.
Earth
Sci.
Chemistry.
Physics.
Ind
Arts. Bus. Ed.. Lib Sci.
Spec Ed i F.MR. LDB. diagnostic
prescriptive
teaching i.
El
Ed-In
i.-i iii.iii.it" grades (4,5 & 61
Guidance with four years ol
teaching and 30 semester
hours of post-baccalaureate
FEBRUARY 26
Shaker
Heights
City
Schools. Ohio-See Feb. 25
listing
Harford County Schools.
Md -See Feb 25 listing

1225 N. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Should this schedule not fill,
we will open additional time
slots for Elem Ed.
Mansfield City SchoolsMath 7-9
Earth Sci. or
Compre.
Sci.
7.
Intro.
Physical Science, El. Ed. K
6. Elem MR, Sec. EMR.
Speech Therapy K-«. Ind
Arts 7-9. WPE 7-12. Compre
Bus Ed. 7-9 with shorthand.

Elem
Art.
Sec.
Art.
Compre Bus. Voc Bus.
El Ed 4-6. WPE. Voc

credit in field.

Ralph Thayer
Chevrolet

cation—Math,
Science.
Home Econ., Dist
Ed..
Vocal Music, and Arts.

FEBRUARY 27
Akron City Schools. Ohio

SCHOOLS

IS ON NOW

Powder Puff C,

M Computer Science, Bus..
Engr.. or Oper Res. with
programming
knowledge
required.
Marketing
Management
trainee.
High
achievers
B/BAorMBA
Marketing
representatives. High achievers tVBA
or
MBA.
After comprehensive
on-the-job
training, the individual will
progress to a position of
territory manager
Winkelman's-Retail
Executive
Trainee
B/Mgmt .
Mkmt..
or
retailing.
Shell
Companies-Canceled
Chrysler
Corp—Service
Representative
Trainee
H ind
Tech.
should be
familiar with automotive
technology
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353-5751
COURTESY RIDES TO AND
FROM CAMPUS

CAM PI'S CALENDAR
Wednesday. February 13. 1974

"WE KNOW YOUR CHEVY
BEST."

The Sludents International Meditation Society will
hold an advanced lecture lor those who practice TM al
H 30pm tonight in the K,icull> Lounge ol (he I nion

"FREE ESTIMATES FOR BODY WORK"

Students in Special Kilue.iin.ii will have the
opportunity to vole lor their favorite advisor The
Special Education Advisor ol the Year Award will be
presented at the SCEC's annual desert in the Spring
You can sign up the entire month ol February in 410
Education Building

COUPON GOOD FOR ALIGNMENT & TUNE-UP

line lemale to sublease
Apt spring qtr S55 mo
KMMI

Congratulations to Shern
& Skip on your engage
ment The Phi Mu's

F rmmt to sublease 1
bed apt spring Close to
campus $65 mo Please
call 352-0741

Peg. We are proud of our
new Sigma Pledge Welcome to the family 1 il.
ADPis

2 girls need lemale roommates fall quarter,
phone 352-9215

DTD s. We had a great
time at the exchange
dinner and party at the
Dixie TheADPis

SERVICES OFFERED

To the Pledges
Were
the best Actives" you'll
ever have. The Rho
Pledge Class

f»
two years in college
Compete for scholarships
which pay all academic
expenses.
including
books and out of-state
fees Graduate a 2nd Lt
and earn a minimum of
19.081 111.316 after two
years More if married
Contact
Air Force
ROTC. Memorial Hall
22176/22177.
FOR SALE

RWJAIS

looM S. MAIN

PRESIDENT'S DAY
SALE
For Your Special Person
A Special Gift From Vatan's
jewelry
china
cut glass

- ikora ware
- pipes
• chess sets

SHOP FROM 21 COUNTRIES
"Support The Man Who
Supports Your Community"

FINAL CLEARANCE
Featuring...

STYLES FROM
CONNIE, BASS,
DUNHAMS, AND
LADY DEXTER.
REGULARLY $15.99
TO $22.99 per pair
Now at

20% off everything thru Feb. 14
SHOPMON.
& FRI. till 9:00

1 pair for * 10.00
2 pair at * 18.00 and
3 pair for '22.00
NEW STORE HOURS
MON. & FRI. • 10-9
TUES, WED, THUR, SAT. 10-6

niki's booteru Simam
nm
I I i«kMl.it I..-..** I.* mm .xitl •.**,» ■■#

"The Justification ol Punishment, a public lecture
by Edward Madden. Professor ol Philosophy at Slate
University of New York at Bullalo. will be presented
tomorrow afternoon at 4 p m in 115 Education Bldg
An informal discussion ol the lecture and related
issues, lor graduate students and undergraduates, will
be held In the White Dogwood Suite ol the l'niversit\
I'nion on Friday. February 15, Irom 1.00 to 2 15 p m
Professor Madden is a distinguished philosopher and
authority on problems in psychology, ethics, and
science His visit is jointly sponsored by the College ol
Health and Community Services (he College ot Vis
and Sciences, and the Departments ol Sociology and
Philosophy
The Sludents International Meditation Society will
hold a checking meeting lor those who practice
Transcendental Meditation today from 2-4 p m. in the
Faculty Lounge ol the I'nion

RIDES
Ride needed to Columbus
Fri. Feb 15 Call Karen.
35HB14.
Heading
West
Rider
needed, share gas Call
352 0352 after 5 00

LOST AND FOUND
Lost
Gold watch at
Brathaus or in vicimtv
Reward Call 3721369
Lost- Cloth purse in
Green Fiat by couple
hitching to Defiance on 210 Reward 372:142*
Lost 1972 Bryan High
School Class
Ring
Initials inside. 1(1.H Call
372-1580

HELP WANTED
Holiday Inn now taking
applications for people
with musical talent. Will
work in with class
schedule
Apply in
person at H I.
MEN! - WOMEN' JOBS
ON SHIPS! No exper
required Excellent pay
Worldwide travel Send
$3 tor
information
SEAFAX.
Dept
UK
P.O. Box 2049. Port
Angeles.
Washington
9*363
WS1 SENIOR
LIFESAVER -Luckey Quarry.

Pt time year round job
oppi plus living space on
premises 833-2701 weekends only

WANTED
Female
roommate
needed for
spring
quarter Call 3S2-4355
M
rmmt
wanted
immed
Own room.
S80 mo Call 352-0243. ask
for Cary.
Non-cigarette-smoking
lemale grad
student
wanted to share 2 person
furn apt spring & summer Own room Approx
175 mo
Call 352-0854
between 4-5 M. W. R
Wanted one female
roommate to sub-lease
apt
spring qtr
Call
Vickye 352-6292.
1 female to sublease apt
spring 160 mo 352*071
4 males or 3 females to
sublease apt
spring
quarter K5 month - 3529119.
2 m roommates to sublease at Campus Manor
Apts 170 a month. Available immediately or spr
qtr Call Fritz after 5 at
352-6752.
Person needed to share
apt. in Thurstin Manor
Call John al 352-9219

Experienced
typist,
diss .
theses, termpapers. 352-6215
Experienced
Typist
Theses,
dissertations.
,in\lhin« 353-1602
Abortion
Information
Service Clinic very close
to area 1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate
arrangements will be
made with no hassle Call
collect 24 hour service
216-631-1557

One week only Hand
made
silver filigree
earings reduced $100
Worldly Goods 904 E
Wooster
SAEs,
Theta
Chi's.
Alpha Chi's - There sure
wasn't an energy crisis
at Dixie Electric last
Friday Thanks for a
really great tea. The Chi
Ol

For
your
PHOTOGRAPHIC Needs Portraits, passports, applications
and
etc
Weissbrod Studio 123 W
Wooster Ph. 354-9041

THE WOLVES ARE
COMING to BG Sponsored
by
Cleveland
Amory's
"The Fund
Animals." If you want to
get involved in helping
animals, be a member volunteer of the Fund
Call 352-8841 Volunteer
Meeting Feb 18.

PASSPORT AND ID
PHOTOS CALL HACER
STUDIO

Valentine Shoppers Savings - 20% off everything
at Vatan's thru Feb. 14

Custom Wedding Rings
by Philip Morton at The
Working Hand Craft
Center 515Conneaut

Do you have problems
arranging
your
schedule? Have you com
plained
about
registration? Would you
like to help others^ If you
are interested in working
on a Student Service registration
committee
contact
Betsy
A.
Forsytbe or call Virginia
Ackerman alter 5 at 3724502

Typing done All kinds
372 2764 before 5 p m

PERSONALS
Louise Congratulations
Little! Alpha Phi Love Beth
Congratulations
Dottle
and Dave on your Phi
Mu-Beta lavaliering
Congratulations Big
Brothers Dave, on your
Sigma Nu pinning - Bob.
on your Sigma Nu lavaliering
Love - Your
Littles - Lauri and Cindy.
Phi Mu s congratulate
Kathie Fisher on being
elected 2nd Vice President of Panhel.
Kappa Sigs - Thanks for
all the fun The tea was
fantastic'The Phi Mus.
Phi Mu's congratulate
Peggy & Dave on (heir
engagement.

Valentine Day Tee's and
U-Trow. Print your own
at The Den.
Vatan's Wedding Bands,
quality for less - 20% off
everything thru Feb. 14
MATH or COMPUTER
SCIENCE your career?
Gain practical experience while earning
great pay and enjoying
outstanding fringe
benefits. Men or women,
graduate
or undergraduate, the Air Force
wants you! Earn 1180 a
month during your hut

Stereo • Sansui 1000X
amp Garrard SL55B TT.
Creative 10" spks 3 mths
old 352-6651 Dan. must
sell
Fisher
Model
195
receiver. 50 walls total
(RMSI 8150/best offer
352-0082.
Pioneer. JBL stereo
equipment 4 months old.
372-5451 Excellent price.
Size 10 12 coats, clothes,
and stuff for sale. Great
condition 352-0352
Ampeg amp 2 cabinets.
4 twelves in each. Brand
new 200 watts, rovers,
wheels incl List 1595
Will sell for 1850 1-3856821 or 1-382-0861 after
7:00pm
1971 MGB. two tops
radio,
excellent
condition.
Ph
1602
McClure or 352-6387
Hart skis. IKem, Lange
boots size 10»i. Scott
poles. 1100 Call 354-0205
Mobile home - 12x80 Two
bedrooms.
air
conditioned, washer &
dryer, large utility shed.
Gypsy
Lane Trailer
Court 353-0074

FOR KENT
2. male Pvt Bath, ent
kitchen. Avail
spr.
8145 qtr each 352-8674
Empty Apartment0 Will
rent my furniture cheap
Call 352-0352 for arrangements.
Cherry Hill Village Apt
complex now leasing,
summer and fall 1974-75.
Call 352-8248 for rental
Info.
Preferred
Properties
Apts k houses for rent.
Summer & fall Call 352
8378 for rental info
1 bdrm. apt. unfurn.. air.
1130■ mo . till June. 3H4118evenaujs

WadiMMioy, February 13, 1*74, Th* M Naw»/f«»»7

Boyd back in limelight
in Buckeye ice series
THE OPENING match at
the Buckeye Ice Rink was a
barnburner from the
beginning
Both goalies.
Boyd and Don Stergiou of
OSl'. threw up a force-field
in front of the nets as they
made many unbelievable
saves and hair-raising
slapaways Not a single goal
was scored for more than 38
minutes of action
"This was probably my
best performance of the
year." said Boyd in the
jubilant
BG lockerroom
after the game. The team
played great, playing off the
boards real well "
For Boyd. two misfires
passed him in Friday's 3-2
win over Ohio State The
first tally broke the rapidly
built-up tension barrier
between the squads
They IOSI'I came up
from behind the net. and
Schlitts (Bobi followed the
guy with the puck I Bruce
Aliworthi I saw Allworth
coming so 1 blocked the
closest side of the net to
him. but he waited just a
second to shoot, and he
scored slapping the puck
through the short open
side " related Boyd.

When times seemed lost
for Boyd this season, and
starting
assignments
appeared only a miracle
away, he kept plugging away
at practices, hoping for the
call to duty. The call came
last Friday when he
received his baptism against
an Ohio State contingent-no
easy inaugural for anyone
trying to make an
impressive comback

ByDaaGarfield
Aiililant Sport» Editor
Donny Boyd has crossed
the bridge over forgotten
water
In a gallant return to the
nets last Friday, the 58
junior puckslopper came
from obscurity to stop
countless Ohio State shots
It was undoubtedly his best
showing this season.

I would like to take this opportunity to dispel an uglyrumor about Ohio State hockey.
The Buckeye icers are not just a dirty bunch of players as
most BG fans would have you believe Let me assure you
that they go beyond this-they're downright filthy
Last weekend, when the Falcon skaters split a two-game
series with the Bucks. I had the "opportunity" to sit next to
the Buckeye bench What 1 endured there was a verbal
assault that would have made the coarsest sailor blush
The tongue lashing referee Pete Hepburn took went
beyond the point of being insulting- it went into the cruelty
stage

Twenty-four saves aren't
many for a goaltender. but
all 24 shots taken by Ohio
State were good ones with
Boyd right there stopping,
diving or stabbing at the
speedy puck

I KNOW the conditions in a hockey game do anything but
inspire cordial manner, but last weekend was the worst
display of sportsmanship I have ever encountered, amateur
or professional.
An account of last weekend's incidents tell the story
When Buckeye defenseman Bruce Allworth was pitched
into the penalty box late in the third period of the first game,
he rattled off every four-lettered word imaginable Falcon
players at their bench were appalled that referee Hepburn
took the verbal attack that was accorded him
It was unbelievable that Hepburn did not call a
misconduct penalty He took an assault that should have
tried the patience of his job
It was poetic justice when BG scored the winning goal
with three seconds left in the Allworth penalty
Another incident included the whole OSl' bench Constant
' crying for a penalty was the whole basis of their offense

FOR BOYD. the bridge
over forgotten water has
been crossed. Like last
season, when he came to the
rescue of Terry Miskolczi in
the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association il'CHAi
Championships, the Dryden.
Ont.. puckster could be
making a great 1974
comeback
to
puck
prosperity

Comeback

The injury-riddled Falcon
lady gymnastics team even
their season record at 2-2
with a 6820-6480 victory
Saturday over the Eastern
Michigan womens' team
Sue Graham paved the
way for the BG women with
a first place in the balancebeam and third in the floor
exercise events But the key
to victory was taking second
and third-place spots in the
lour catagories. Thersa
Hoover was double-placer
taking down second in the
floor exercise while grabbing a second in the beam
event

If Ohio State wishes to play with some of the nation's class
teams, thev will have to clean up their whole program and
diversify their game beyond, "C'mon Pete, give us a
break."
Mavbe someday OSl' officials will completely clean up
their "program and get on a new level, besides the gutter.

By Jim Cadwallader
Powerful
Eastern
Michigan overwhelmed the
Bowling
Green indoor
spikers last Friday in a
triangular meet The llurons
amassed 97 points to the
Falcons' 41 and Kent State's
five
Eastern
Michigan's
Clarence Chapman look the
spotlight ;is he won three
events, the ttO-yard dash
(6.1), the 300-yard run (31.51
and the long jump i22'6 " I
Despite the setback.
Bowling Green coach Mel
Brodt was pleased with the

Other winners for the BG
squad were Debbie Squire
second in vaulting. Anita
Daggett a second in the
uneven-parallel bars, and
Rita Lorenz a third place in
the balance beam
The BG women will enter
tain
the Michigan State
women Saturdav

pertormanees of his stellar
trai'kslers
The Falconl garnered four
first
places
Cralg
Macdonald won the 1.000yard run in 2.17.2. Bruce
Vermilyea took the 880 in
1:52 8
Mark
Howett
captured the triple jump
with a leap of 43'z feel and
Ron Weber won the high
jump with 6'4" effort

Tickets
A student ID ticket exchange is in progress in
Memorial Hall tor the
Bowling Green-Lake Superior State hockey series
this weekend at the Ice
Arena
Tickets are also oft sale ar$2.50 lor reserved seats, $2
adult general admission and
>l for student and children
general admission
Faceoff time Friday and
Saturday is 7 30 p.m. with
the gates opening at 6:30
p m
The Memorial Hall ticket
office is open from 9 am
until noon and from 1-5 p m

MHHUMM

BRODT'S main disappointment was the lack of
opposition
"This was supposed to be
a quadrangular meet." he
said "But Kent State only
competed in the field events
and Ohio University didn't
even show up It would have
been closer with four teams
competing instead of two
because the points could
have been spread out in our
weak events such as the shut
pill and discus "
Last Saturday night, the
competition was tougher at
the Michigan State Relays

at East Lansing It was a 24team event including such
powers as Michigan and
Drake
Macdonald was the highlight of the meet for the
Falcons The senior ailAmerican took first place in
the two-mile run in 852.2 to
qualify for the NCAA Indoor
Championships in Detroit
March 8-9
BG's Vermilyea took first
place in the mile with a
4:08.8 clocking Also scoring
points for the Falcons were
Tom Preston who finished
second in the 1.000 with a

time of 2:11.5, and sophomore Steve Edwards who
placed sixth in the high jump
with a leap of 6'6"

*»**»»»»** >****»**—*

See
tomorrow's
sports
section
for the

Women's basketball
The "A" team of the
Bowling
Green ladies'
basketball squad took a spin
last weekend, defeating Ohio
Northern, 52-29 and losing to
Ohio I'niversity at Athens
Saturday. 53-49
The loss at Oil was the
second of the season for the
BG women, who have conquered six foes The Falcon
lady hoopsters shot a poor 21
per cent from the field in

COMING TO STADIUM CINEMA I

i ■■

that Ol' loss. Gail Allen
turned in her finest per"
formance of the season
tossing in 19 points against
the Bobcat ladies
The "B" squad bounced
the Ohio Northern ladies. 5819 before going down to its
first loss ol the season last
Saturday to the "B" Ol'
Bobcat ladies. 47-41 The
Falcon "B" squad stands 7-1
on the year

results
of key
MAC
basketball

*
*

CINEMA I
AT BOWLING GREEN'S
STADIUM PLAZA

NOW PLAYING
WEDNESDAY • 8:00
THURSDAY - 7:10 & 9:45

games

rmzHHH*

THE EXORCIST'

SORRY NO STUDENT NIGHT AT CINEMA I & II DUE TO FILM RENTAL AGREEMENTS«

CARDINAL ROOM

*

CINEMA H

*

This Week Wed.-Sat.

Chris
Lovdahl

counters with the Buckeyes, taking Friday night's match, 3-2 and
losing Saturday's, 4-2. The BG icers will host Lake Superior State
this weekend at the Arena. (Newsphoto by Joseph Darwal)

Eastern overwhelms spikers

Gymnasts win

• IK THH Burfceye Iw-mti *ma vMm* >we penalties in Hie
lirsl game alone, the Falcons would have been slapped with
:t00 infractions before the second period even started
The crowning incident occurred in the second game last
Saturday evening at 16:46 of the first period when the
Buckeye's Hugh Prentice was called for cross checking At
• the time. Falcon center Bob Dobek was grasping his head in
pain on the ice while Prentice was complaining loudly
When Prentice reached the penalty box he said. I think
he felt that one anyway
An OSU teammate replied. What did you hit him
i Dobek i with"'
"My glove." said a smiling Prentice
Such sportsmanship is really a fine example for a junior
winger just learning to play the game.

Falcon goalie Don Boyd displays his puck-stopping ability. The
junior netmmder had 24 saves in last weekend's hockey series
with Ohio State in Columbus. Bowling Green (1615) split its en-

Claudia
Cooper

8-12 in the Union

Snacks

UAO CAMPUS MOVIES
Saturday

Friday

ASYLUM

THE PROJECTIONIST

6:00-8:00-10:00

7:00-9:00
FREE with ID

$1 with ID

210 Math-Science

210 Math-Science
fMMMMMa

UAO MARDI GRAS CONCERT
Presenting

Duke Ellington
and Orchestra
Sunday, February 17 - 8:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom • Union
Tickets- »4res*,ved

Available at 1st Floor
Union Ticket Office

Produced by MARTIN BREGMAN Directed by I
Screenplay by WALDO SALTand NORMAN WEXLER Based on the book by PCTI R MAA8
)i(Rl - ---—•• i Mu5,c °V M,KI* TMC0DORAKI8 Color by TECHNICOLOR"
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Crossroads at Central
"We cannot lose another game"...BG's Haley
By Kenny White
Sports Editor

Falcons dropped into old Finch Fieldhouse with a 1-2 record
and disaster beckoning.

day." Pat Haley said yesterday afternoon before sending
players through their last practice before today's contest.

One of those nasty situations in which the Falcons
somehow find themselves each winter awaits Bowling Green
tonight in Mt Pleasant, Mich.
It's a quite-a-bit-to-gain and everything-to-lose moment in
the schedule for Pat Haley and his men.
A victory over the usually pesky Chippewas could patch up
the Falcons' confidence, for an exceedingly demanding
stretch drive during the last four weeks of the season

THE FALCONS needed to register their initial MAC win
and first road win after taking their lumps at St.
Bonaventure (83-70) and Niagara 1100-70).
It was a team of youngsters-four sophomore starterswho were experiencing the early perils of success and
failure on the court
They played under pressure and won a 88-83 cliff-hanger
over the Kelso Crew for their first MAC victory

DURING the last four weeks of the campaign, which
already has seen the Falcons equal their 13 wins last year,
the cagers must contend with the likes of Kent State, Loyola
of Chicago and Purdue while on the road

BG eventually posted seven league wins and five losses
The Falcons tied Toledo for second place in the conference
with a 7-5 ledger
This year, the Falcons again find themselves lodged in the
second-place spot, one game behind the Rockets, who will
be trading hoops down the road against Western Michigan in
the league's other biggie.
in i must win this game and hope the Broncos can master
the miracle workers from the Glass City if they still have
visions of a MAC championship
"As far as the race is concerned, tomorrow is a pivotal

HALEY showed concern that his team is playing an
important game at Central-labeled by league coaches as
the hardest place to win at in the conference.
But on the other hand. Haley pointed out that Western
Michigan is the second toughest place from which to come
with a victory And that's the Rockets main task
tonight coming from Kalamazoo with a win.
"They Central' gave us a coaching clinic," Haley said
while referring to the 65-56 defeat the Falcons handed
Central at Anderson Arena "Everything you could have
done defensively against our club, they did it.
"We have to play our own game," he added "We cannot
lose another league game It's that simple We have got to
win them all."
Central's coach Dick Parfitt, whose club lost the services
of fireball guard Dirk Dunbar for the year because of a knee
injury, will start 6'3" George Kubiak <3.9 ppgl along side
snapshooting James McElroy. a 16-point scorer

The two remaining home games will see the Falcons
entertain Western Michigan and Ohio University.
A defeat tonight would cost the Falcons their season-not
officially of course-but just about everything they have
achieved to stay in contention for the MAC crown.
The conditions are almost identical to last vear's when the

Bob Hltcheni, Miami University's star running bark
overlooked in the NFL and WFL college player draft, has
signed with the Pittsburgh Steelers as a free agent His
contract with the Steelers is estimated at about 118.000
Quarterback Jene Freltai of San Diego State, the
nation's leader in passing and total offense last season, has
been signed by the hometown San Diego Chargers
Hank Aaron's first home game of the baseball season will
be televised by NBC-TV at 8 p.m Monday April 8, from
Atlanta Stadium The Braves open the season against the
Cincinnati Reds in Cincinnati
Tony Perei, the Cincinnati Keds slugging first baseman,
canceled thoughts about taking his contract dispute to
baseball's new arbitration board and signed with the Keds
on Monday.
WILLIE STARGELL. The National Leagues leading
home-run swatter, also inked his 1974 contract with the
Pittsburgh Pirates
Plans to match former heavyweight champion
Muhammad All and Jerry Quarry for a May fight in
Madison Square Garden have been suspended indefinitely.
All reportedly said he needed a long rest from boxing and
wouldn't consider fighting so soon after the Fraizer bout
New York Knick captain Willis Reed, who has been
disabled from action because of knee surgery in October, is
planning a return to the Knicks' orange and blue threads by
the first week of March
Presently Reed is busy endorsing his book. A Will to Win,
which tells about his painful comeback last year with the
Knicks when he led them to the NBA championship against
the Los Angeles Lakers
Pltlol Pete Maravich is once again in the Atlanta Hawks
starting line-up after a two-day suspension levied against
him by coach Cotton Kitzsunmons
Los Angeles Lakers coach BUI Sharman is apprehensive
about his team's chances of making the NBA playoffs
without All-Pro guard Jerry West, who is likely to be
sidelined for the remainder of the year with abdominal and
groin muscle injuries
"Without. West we re hurting in so many departments.''
Sharman lamented "Jerry has that ability to give us that
big lift near the end of ths game We've been losing a lot of
close games lately and his presence would have been felt.''

MAC sets minimums
COLUMBUS iAPI - Eight
conference games and 16
league basketball contests
ultimately will be needed to
qualify for a Mid-American
title in those sports,
conference commissioner
Fred Jacoby announced
yesterday
Jacoby said the minimum
of eight football games
starts with the 1981 season
The basketball minimum
goes into effect with the
1975-76 campaign
The MAC Council of
Presidents adopted the
regulations during their
semiannual meeting last
weekend in Columbus.
Jacoby said
"Due to scheduling
problems in football, a
phase-in period is needed,"
the commissioner said He

said five league games
would qualify a team for the
football
championship
through the 1977 season, six
games in 1978 and seven
contests in 1979 and 1980
"During this period, when
there will be a variance in
the number of games
played, the championship
will be decided on a
percentage basis with ties
figured as a half game won
and a half game lost."
Jacoby explained
In the 16-game basketball
schedule, each of the 10
members will play the other
schools at least once and
seven of them twice on a
home and home basis
Current MAC minimums
are five football and 12
basketball games
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They gave it all they had.
and considering the opposition, the Falcon swimmers
turned in a respectable performance last Friday night
at Kent Stale
The Flashes, the conference's top team, dealt
Bowling Green a 71-42
defeat If BG had won both
relays, the meet would have
ended in a one-point decision
for Kent State
But the Flashes have
strong relay teams, and

their overall strength was
too much lor Howling Green
Kent is 6-1 on the season
while BG's record is 3-6
RECORDING lirsts for
the Falcons were Joe
Klebowski in the 100-yard
Ireestyle i48 9i. Bill Bradburn in the 200-yard backstroke l! 09 0i and Dean
Ackron in the 200 yard
butterfly I] 09 51.
Klebowski's time in the
100 was his best this season
in dual competition
Bill Wittenmyer took second place in the breaststroke and Dave Rvland
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CASH'S top performance

Kumor has it that Toledo basketball coach Bob Nichols
may come out with a new book soon titled. "From a Nobody
to a Somebody in 25 Seconds ''
The book will be based on the plight of the Rocket cagers
in this year's Mid-American Conference (MACl race. Part
one will cover Toledo's stunning 53-52 victory in the final
nine seconds at Anderson Arena two weeks ago. Part two
will include the Rockets' astonishing 80-79 triumph over
Ohio University in the final 16 seconds last Saturday
Two baskets and 25 seconds later, the Rockets are on top
the MAC heap as the teams head for the home stretch A
team picked in one preseason poll to finish last in the
conference. Toledo leads both the Falcons and the Bobcats
by one game with four league contests remaining for each
club
THE REMAINDER of the Rockets league schedule
includes a date with Western Michigan today at Kalamazoo.
Central Michigan at Mt Pleasant i Feb. 201. Miami at homo
i Feb 231 and Kent State at Kent I March 21.
Ohio's conference chart shows an engagement with Miami
today at the Convocation Center. Western Michigan at
Kalamazoo iSaturday i. Central Michigan at home (Feb 23>
and Rowling Green at Anderson Arena (March 2I.
Howling Green's concluding league-ledger reveals an encounter with Central Michigan today at Mt. Pleasant, Kent
State at Kent iSaturday!. Wstern Michigan at home (Feb
101 and Ohio at home (March 2).

At any rate, the 1973-74 MAC cage chase is far from over.
Although not in title contention. Western and Central
could be the deciding factors before the race is concluded
Western has won seven consecutive home games
Included on the list of Bronco victims at Read Fieldhouse
are Miami (72-601 and Bowling Green 169-60> Western's
lone loss at home was an 83-76 decision to 16th-ranked
Michigan in triple overtime
Central is also tough on its home hardwood One of the
Chippewas' victims at Dan Rose Center this year was Ohio
University by an 84-83 count
It's a win-and-wait game for the Falcons and their faithful
followers It's time to dig out the lucky charms. After all.,
look what they've done for Notre Dame and Toledo

STUDY IN

A complete sweep ot their final four league contests and
the Falcons are guaranteed a second place finish Four BG
wins and one Toledo loss would result in a tie. However, under a new conference ruling, since the Rockets defeated the
Falcons twice during the regular season thre would be no
playofj The Rockets would represent the MAC in the NCAA
tournament
But, should Toledo lose twice and Bowling Green win all
its league games, the Falcons would be undisputed
champions
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hnishcd second in the 1.000yard freestyle and third in
the 500-yard Ireestyle
Steve Breithaupl swam
well as he racked up his best
lime in dual meets in the 50yard freestyle (22.4) while
finishing second He also
linished second in the 100yard freestyle
" We did the best we could
We worked real hard in
workouts last week to
prepare for Kent." BG
coach Tom Stubbs said.
But they were just too
powerful."

Tonight Is
CHARITY
PIZZA NIGHT
AT

PISANELLOS
STILL LOOKING FOR A

and the arbitrator picks one
or the othcrno middle
ground
The arbitration process is
voluntary However, players
may choose continue
negotiating on their own Arbitration will be conducted
through Feb 22.
Woodson said he and the
Twins were about 13.000
apart." but added there was
a huge difference"
between his demand and
what the club had first
offered The 28-year-old
right-hander earned a
reported $35,000 last season
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Ski trip
The Women's Recreation
Association is sponsoring a
co-ed ski trip this month.
The trip will be February 16,
at Mt Brighton. Michigan
Tickets will go on sale Feb
4-8 on the second floor of the
Women's Bldg The cost is
$14.00. and no checks will be
honored. There is a limit of
45 tickets and it is on a firstcome first-served basis

Minnesota Twins pitcher
Dick Woodson became
baseball s first arbitration
case to be weighted by a
neutral party Monday, as
baseball took another giant
stride into the world of
business
A spokesman for Marvin
Miller, executive director of
Major League Baeball
('layers Association, said
about 45 players had submitted their names lor arbitration
THE deadline for seeking
arbitration was midnight
Monday
Under the new agreement
between the players'
association and club owners,
a player who cannot rach a
contract agreement may
submit the dispute to one of
the 14 arbitrators
The player and the club
each names a final figure.

UNLIKE THE Falcons, the Bobcats have two possible
routes to the MAC basketball title Four Ohio victories
combined with a Toledo loss would result in a tie and a
playoff because the two teams split their regular season
meetings In addition, four Ohio wins combined with two
Toledo defeats would give the Bobcats the outright title

Dial Falcon
Hotline
372-BGSU

was 28 points and 21
rebounds in a loss to nationally-ranked Oral Roberts
He also had 19 points and 15
rebounds against Miami
and 14 points and 17
rebounds against Cleveland
State
Cash, sixth in league
scoring with a 14 8 average
and third in rebounding with
a 13.8 mark, becomes the
first Bowling Green player
to win the award this
season

Woodsen tests clause

Hold onto your hats;
it may be a mad finish

Kent State sinks swimmers
By Dick Rees
Stall Writer

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP i Cornelius Cash, a 6-foot-8
Bowling Green forward who
had three-game totals of 63
points and 63 rebounds, has
been named Mid-American
Conference Basketball
Player of the Week
The big junior from
Dayton, Ohio, was a
unanimous choice of news
media personnel who make
the weekly selections.

The BG New

Coach Pat Halay

ports Wor

Cash tops league

HEY
PODNERS!
WEDNESDAY IS

$ DOLLAR DAY $
l»Ol It I. H-It-K Alt

BURGER PLATTER
'/a pound freshly ground pur* boof,

PLACE TO LIVE THIS
SUMMER & FALL?
IF SO, STOP OUT TO HAVEN
HOUSE MANOR AND CHECK
OUT WHY WE HAVE THE
BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

a ilice of mellow cheese on toasted
Humi bun, fronch fries and cole sla

NO COKE!

$1.00
Reg. 4.44 SAVE 44'
300 EAST
W0OSTER ST.
GOOD ONLY
FEB. 13

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

1163 NAPOLEAN RD.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
352-9378
OPEN 10-5 DAILY

ST/ .DIUM VI EM
PLAZA

DRITZ
1 CUTTING
BOARDS
OPENS TO
40" x 72"'
FOLDS TO
12"x 40"
REG. '4
NOW

$£22
GOOD ONLY
SUNDAY
FEB. 17

